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Appropriate provisions for European ports  

According to art.100  TFEU 
 

 “The European Parliament and the Council, acting in accordance with the ordinary 
legislative procedure, may lay down appropriate provisions for sea and air 

transport”   
 
 

The time for laying  down appropriate provisions for  market access to port 
services has come. 

 
 
EP and Council shall  define a level playing field for port services in order to: 
 

 enhancing the applicability of the freedom to provide services, according  to 
art. 96, TFEU and 
 

 setting the legal basis for avoiding “market failures” in the European port 
services market while accomodating  in the best European interest  those 
strong structural pressures that are altering competition among EU ports 

 
 



Structural pressures modifying competitive strength 

 

Pressure from outside Europe (sea):  

 new geography of global trade (eastbound shifting of European 
trade flows towards Asia) 

 ship gigantism 

 maritime alliances such as P3 Network 

 

 

Pressure from inside Europe (land): 

 new geography of EU manufacturing: eastbound shifting. 
 

 

     



Global Trade 2011 



Source: Eurostat 
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The new geography of european Manufacturing 



? 

Source: Hercules Haralambides, The New European Ports Policy: Challenges for Southern Europe, 2013 

All EU ports are now competing for new markets 



The evolving EU port ask for 

 EU rules setting a level playing field 

We need a port services regulation not a mere directive 

 

 EU regulation guaranteeing the level playing field 

We need a European supervisory body with regulating power  

    

 Relevant ports enjoying condititions of fair competition 

Ports encouraged to make alliances between them and with their 

inland ports 
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Scope of the regulation and market access 

Making ports stronger: port governance coordinating all port activities 



New role for Port Authorities 

 port authority if required to regulate competition within the single port market 

must act as  a public body : not providing port services directly (exception: 

“market failure”, that is when there is no private enterprise able and/ or 

interested to render the specific service under  prescribed PSO)  

 

 But it should be allowed: 

 - to invest in the  network infrastructures in order to promote port linkage 

to  Ten-T corridors and  

 - to stipulate pre contractual agreements with traffic organizations.   



Making ports stronger 

 to  favor seaports aggregation together with theirs inland  

terminals and theirs railway corridors  

 

 an example should be a provision that allows seaports and 

railways corridors from different member states to associate 

and to be subject to a unique regulating body   

Making ports stronger: building sea & inland EU multiport gateways 



ADRIATIC MULTIPORT GATEWAY 



What is needed: 
 

 No distinction between marine and infrastructural port services 
 

 Redefine the infrastructural charges in a clearer way 
 

 There should be no misunderstanding on the passengers role 
 

 Price regulation should be exercised on the basis of Price Caps 
 

 Minimum requirements of Port Service Providers should not be used as a 
pretext for limiting market access or for self-provision 

 

 

What is needed 



The Supervisory Body should: 
 

 

Guarantee 
a fair 

European 
approach  

Operate at 
European 

level, not at 
a National 

one 

Avoiding the emphasis of the already 
existent differences between Ports 

There should be a central EU control 
with national declinations 

 

EU added value 

European Supervisory Body 



European Supervisory Body 

The Supervisory Body should monitor the market: 
not only port services but also corridors 

advancement and shipowners and railways carriers 
alliances which are in the position to influence 

port services policy have to be monitored. 



The Supervisory body should act as controller as well as defender of the port 

regulatory system from third parts actions.  

The Federal Maritime Commission (FMC): independent federal agency 

responsible for regulating the U.S. international ocean transportation 

system for the benefit of U.S. exporters, importers, and the U.S. 

consumer. 

Mission: foster a fair, efficient, and reliable international ocean transportation system. 

While the specifics of U.S. maritime policy and legislation have changed markedly 

during the last few decades, the FMC’s goal of protecting American exporters and 

consumers remains the cornerstone of today’s regulatory efforts. 

“Given the significant size of the P3 Alliance, any terminal or port that is affected by the 
network design could potentially face huge losses or gains in their business” 

SeaIntel Sunday Spotlight  

European Supervisory Body 



In conclusion, two actions are urgently needed within this regulation: 
 
 The European Regulator has to join efforts with the US Federal Maritime 

Commission to regulate maritime  alliances (e.g. P3 network) and to defend 
ports from the growing power of shipping companies 

 
 European Commission committment to support port gateways/intermodal 

transport gateways in order to increase their operativity scale and, therefore, 
their competitiveness 

 

Conclusive remarks 



 
 
 

Thank you for your attention! 
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